VR-Society Economy
Economies are the driving force of human endeavor, but
they are mainly limited to physics and geography. Virtual
Reality economies don’t have ANY restrictions, so they
mix well with real life because geography is no
longer an obstacle for networking events, company
meetings or teaching classes.

Blockchain economy inside VRS EMPOWERS ALL GLOBAL CITIZENS, no matter race, sex, wealth, political views and
religion. The future will start with people using VR platforms to mimic or enhance real life but will grow into a
completely new world for people to express themselves in new ways, new unheard of services and business models to
emerge and for new companies to launch. In the past companies like Amazon and Facebook weren’t created a few days
after the Internet was born. The first stage of the internet was simply text and pictures but emerged into an interactive
platform between users and companies. Same with blockchain and digital assets and services ownership, while today's
solution are well suited for today’s needs, hundreds of new solutions will pop in the coming months and years.

We believe that Virtual Reality will play a key role in the development of humankind. It will be a
parallel world where the citizens are the owners of their digital assets and experiences. While there has been innovation
in technology hardware, such as the transition from personal computers to mobile devices, it’s hardly comparable to
the transition from real life to virtual life. We’re adding another dimension to the world with a feeling of a real presence
that will have an immense impact on education, work and leisure!
VRS VR platform is about socializing, playing, working, trading goods, creating content in VR and shrinking the world
even more than technology has already accomplished over the past 30 years. We’ve already spent years laying the
groundwork for our economy by making it truly decentralized and allowing users to truly own their digital possessions
as NFTs, so that they have full control of what, how, and where they trade, use and utilize their belongings with the
latest advancements in blockchain technology, especially on the Ethereum network, we found the optimal technology
to build a strong and solid groundwork for our economy. The Ethereum platform allows companies to build and trade
digital goods and services for a more powerful user experience that incorporates safety, privacy and encryption for true
ownership of digital items.

This brings us closer to our goal of providing the best possible VR platform that gives all the power of
ownership to its users. We are one off the first Virtual Reality platform to allow users to secure the ownership and
authenticity of their creations.

Three cornerstones of our Economy:
• Tokenization of virtual land
• Tokenization of digital assets and experiences
• Decentralized marketplaces

Users will be able to:
•
•
•
•

Own and monetize their creations. Sell their items in the open marketplaces.
Be a part of the VRS Economy.
Express themselves by creating, building and monetizing their land.
Enjoy a stunning, constantly changing, persistent Virtual Reality world which can be explored by thousands of
people at the same time.
• Tokenizing and selling their creations directly from within VRS Metaverse.

